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1. Introduction
Three major perspectives have brought relevant contributions to the modeling of business processes. The wellknown activity-oriented viewpoint, whose champion is BPMN [1], emphasizes both the tasks that carry out the
purposes of a business process and the control flow that determines their ordering; business entities are not given a
conceptual representation and are simply denoted by variables in process instances.
The artifact-oriented perspective [2] puts the artifacts in the foreground: an artifact is a business entity that
evolves over time through a life cycle made up of states (also called stages), and the transitions between states take
place through tasks.
The notion of case as a situation requiring customized treatment has inspired the recent CMMN standard [3]: the
emphasis is on the participants in the process, who can decide the order of execution of tasks, and can also assign
tasks to each other.
The research reported in this paper aims to integrate the contributions of the above-mentioned perspectives by
leveraging the notion of dataflow. The dataflow provides the inputs to the tasks of the process and receives their
outputs; it is made up of business entities whose types are defined in a companion information model showing their
attributes and relationships.
The entities used in a process may be divided into two major categories: the active ones are generated and
modified during the execution of the process, while the passive entities are mainly intended to receive connections
from active ones. For example, in a process handling papers submitted to a conference, the conference entity and the
paper entities are active while the tracks of the conference are passive entities in that they are determined before the
process begins and are not affected by its execution. Active entities follow specific life cycles to which relevant tasks
are associated: the dataflow is represented by the states of the active entities.
A process model results from the coordination of the life cycles of its active entities and the analysis of recurring
situations may lead to the discovery of useful patterns.
The approach, called ELBA (Entity-Lifecyle Based Approach), presented in this paper takes advantage of a
number of patterns: one is structural and the others are functional. The structural pattern, called hierarchical life
cycles, is used when there are subordination constraints between the entities of a process. In the above-mentioned
process handling paper submissions, paper entities are subordinate to the conference entity because the progress of
papers depends on that of the conference. With the structural pattern, the states of subordinate entities are included in
the states of the primary entity. For example, a conference entity goes through a number of states, such as paper
submissions, paper assignments, and so on. In state paper submissions, papers may be submitted, modified and also
withdrawn by their authors; in state paper assignments, papers are assigned to reviewers.
Functional patterns include flow patterns and selection ones: the former are about merging, decomposing, and
recomposing flows and have strong similarities with those classified as Enterprise Integration Patterns [4]. Selection
patterns come into play when the inputs of a task have to be selected from among those available by the task
performer, or when the same inputs may be handled with two or more alternative tasks and it is up to the performer
to select the most suitable one. Human choices are grounded on these patterns.
This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 is about the related work. Section 3 introduces hierarchical life
cycles with the help of the paper-submissions process, and section 4 illustrates flow patterns and selection ones on
the basis of an order-handling process. Section 5 contains the conclusion.
2. Related work
The key terms of the research reported in this paper are business entity, life cycle, dataflow, and flexibility.
Business entities are called artifacts in the artifact-oriented perspective [2]. Artifacts are associated with business
goals and the analysis of how they progress toward their goals helps determine their life cycles [5]. Life cycles
improve communication among stakeholders and let them focus on the primary purposes of the business [6]. Several
notations have been proposed, such as GSM (Guard-Stage-Milestone) [7], COREPRO [8] and PHILharmonicFlows
[9]. They differ in the coordination between life cycles: GSM leverages events and rules, COREPRO is based on
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hierarchical (container-components) relationships, and PHILharmonicFlows introduces macro processes in order to
coordinate the state transitions of the entities involved in the process.
In ELBA, coordination is achieved by means of flow patterns meant to merge, decompose and recompose flows
of entities. The latter two draws on Enterprise Integration Patterns.
The dataflow is a kind of “afterthought” [10] in business process notations such as BPMN. On the contrary, in
ELBA, the dataflow supersedes the control flow: the activation of a task does not depend on the completion of a
previous task, but on the availability of suitable input entities.
Leveraging the dataflow may help address situations that are not adequately supported by notations based on a
rigid control flow: an example is the many-to-many mapping between requisition orders and procurement ones in
build-to-order processes. The difficulty of using BPMN has been pointed out [11]; what is needed is a solution
based on flow patterns such as the one presented in section 4 of this paper.
Dataflow models have also been presented in other papers [12, 13] but there the dataflow is subordinate to the
control flow. Dataflow patterns have also been addressed [14]: the purpose, however, is to analyze the exchange of
information between process variables and tasks.
Flexibility is of paramount significance when addressing knowledge-intensive processes [15]. Flexibility means
that the execution of tasks can be decided by the participants in the process, and is not subjected to a rigid control
flow as it occurs in routines.
Case handling [16] and case management [17] are grounded on flexibility. The recent case management standard
CMMN [3] stresses the abilities of case workers to decide the order of execution of tasks and to assign tasks to each
other. CMMN processes are made up of stages that are groups of tasks: the opening and closing of stages are based
on events, such as the completion of a task, a time event or a human decision. However, the stages are not related to
the life cycles of business entities and moreover the dataflow is missing.
In ELBA, flexibility means handling situations in which participants need to be able to select the inputs when a
task may need more than one input, or the task when two or more alternatives for the same inputs are available.
3. Hierarchical life cycles
The term “hierarchical life cycles” denotes a situation in which there are subordination constraints between the
entities in the process under consideration. Such constraints imply that the progress of the entities of a certain type,
say, B, depends on the progress of the entities of another type, say, A. A is a master type with respect to B and B is a
subordinate of A. From a notational viewpoint, the states of B are included in the states of A.
An example is given by a process handling the submissions of papers to a conference; this example is a
simplification of the actual process. The active entity types are Conference, Paper and Review. Papers are assumed
to be assigned to three reviewers each; a reviewer receives an empty review for each paper that has been assigned to
him or her, and is meant to return the reviews completed. In addition, there are three role entities, i.e., Chair, Author
and Reviewer, which represent the participants in the process. These six entity types along with their relationships
and attributes make up the information model of the process.
The life cycles of the Conference and Paper entities may be shown separately, as it takes place in Fig.1. This
picture gives a view that is easy to understand on the dynamics of the process. A life cycle is a state-transition
diagram. States are depicted as rectangles with rounded corners: the state name is written inside. Transitions have
labels indicating the reason of the state change: the reason may be the execution of a task, a deadline, or the firing of
a rule. The initial state has an input arc with no source, which is called initial transition.
The Conference life cycle develops through a sequence of states. It is assumed that a conference entity is
generated by the administrator of the system who also associates the chair, represented by a Chair entity, with the
conference. That is the purpose of the enter task that labels the initial transition. This is a human task and, as such, it
is preceded by the role of the people who can perform it.
The purpose of the Conference states is as follows. In the setup state, the chair is meant to enter information about
the conference as well as to enter the reviewers. In state paper submissions, authors may register with the conference
and then they may submit papers and also withdraw or modify them. In state paper assignments, the chair assigns
each paper to three reviewers by providing them with empty reviews, and, in state paper reviews, they complete their
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reviews. In state paper assessments, the chair decides the acceptance or rejection of the papers. In state paper
finalizations, the authors of accepted papers may provide the final versions of their papers (along with payment
proofs). Only the papers that have been finalized are included in the conference.

setup

Chair,
start

final

Conference life cycle

Admin, enter

at d5
paper
submissions

at d1

paper
assignments

at d2

paper
reviews

at d3

paper
assessments

Paper life cycle
Author,
submit

Author,
modify
submitted
Author,
withdraw
withdrawn

Chair
assign

assigned

rule r1

at d4

paper
finalizations

excluded

reviewed

Chair,
accept

Chair,
reject
rejected

at d5
accepted
Author,
finalize
included

rule r1: when 3 reviews for the paper are available
at d5: when the current day matches deadline d5 of the conference the paper has been submitted to

Figure 1. The life cycles of Conference and Paper entities

The transition from state setup to state paper submissions is driven by task start which is performed by the chair;
the subsequent transitions are driven by timing constrains which are taken from the attributes of the conference
entity; these attributes (d1..d5) are dates defined in the setup state. The label “at d”, where d is a date attribute of the
entities contained in the source state of the transition, means that the transition will affect the entities in the source
state at the end of the day matching the deadline written in their attributes d.
The Paper life cycle is also shown in Fig.1. The states and transitions are derived from the description above. The
double arrow in transition “Author, modify” means that the source and destination of the transition coincide.
There are two transitions that are not caused by the execution of a task. The one from state assigned to state
reviewed is determined by the firing of a rule, while that from state accepted to state excluded is due to a timing
constraint. The rules and the timing constraints are informally described in the annotations of the diagram.
The state transitions of the papers take place in the time framework defined for the conference. For this reason,
the life cycle of Paper has to be distributed into the Conference one. In addition, the life cycle of Review has to be
included as well: the purpose is to place the work of reviewers in the proper time frame.
The resulting process model is shown in Fig.2. It basically keeps the high-level life cycle of Conference and
shows the expansion of its hierarchical states.
In a process model, the name of a state is preceded by the name of the type of the entities that the state can
contain. If a state is expanded, type and name are shown above the state icon. Moreover, in a process model, tasks
are depicted as rectangles when they have two or more input states or two or more output states.
In state paper submissions, the authors must first register with the conference and then they can submit papers.
Task registerAsAuthor enables a user of the system to register with the conference as an author. The input state and
the output one of the task coincide with the enclosing state; therefore, the rectangle icon is needed and the input and
output states are omitted. The execution of the task enables the user to select a conference from among those in state
paper submissions; the user is then registered at the conference with the Author role.
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Figure 2. The Conference process with hierarchical states

Authors may then submit papers and may also modify or withdraw their papers.
In state paper assignments, the chair can assign papers to reviewers; he or she does so by generating three empty
reviews for each paper; a review is directed to a reviewer selected from among those that the chair has associated
with the conference by executing task appointReviewers in state setup. State assigned is the initial state of the
Review life cycle and contains the empty reviews.
In state paper reviews, the reviewers accomplish their reviews and the papers are moved from state assigned to
state reviewed when rule r1 fires. This rule has been informally described in Fig.1.
In state paper finalizations, the accepted papers may be finalized by their authors: these papers enter state
included. If an accepted paper is not finalized before deadline d5 of the conference it is moved into state excluded.
4. Functional patterns
Functional patterns include flow patterns and selection patterns. The former are about merging, decomposing, and
recomposing flows. Selection patterns are about selecting the inputs when a task may need more than one, or the task
when two or more alternatives for the same inputs are available.
These patterns are illustrated with the help of an order-handling process that enables a distributor to operate in the
middle of a supply chain between customers and suppliers. The requisition orders coming from customers are
handled by the account managers working with the distributor. Orders are made up of a number of lines, each one
pointing to a product type.
Each customer is served by a specific account manager who can bundle the lines of incoming orders into
procurement orders directed to suppliers. An account manager has the choice of adding lines to a newly generated
procurement order (which is then put in the pending state) or to a pending one. Eventually he or she places the order
with the supplier associated with it. When the supplier has fulfilled an order, its lines are considered to be served.
When all the lines related to a requisition order have been served, this order is considered to be served as well.
Three life cycles are needed; they refer to entity types RequisitionOrder (ROrder), ProcurementOrder (POrder)
and Line. The process model is flat as those life cycles take place at the same level.
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Three flow patterns are used: a splitter to obtain the lines from an order, an aggregator to recompose the served
lines into a served requisition order, and a matching pattern to add lines to pending orders. The splitter and
aggregator tasks are automatic ones and draw on Enterprise Integration Patterns.
The information model of the process is shown in Fig.3; it is basically a UML class model [18]. In the process
model shown in Fig.4, role AccountMgr is abbreviated to AM, and state handled of Line is shown twice to avoid
crossing connections.
Customer

1

ROrder

1

1
AccountMgr
(AM)

1

Line

n

ProductType

n
1

1

1

POrder

Supplier

Figure 3. Information model of the order-handling process

AM, genPOrder

Customer,
placeROrder

n
ROrder,
placed

splitter

Line,
available

Line,
handled

POrder,
pending

n
AM, addLines

Line,
handled

ROrder,
pending

AM,
placePOrder
POrder,
placed
Supplier,
fulfillPOrder

ROrder,
served

aggregator

Line, served

POrder,
fulfilled

Line, final

Figure 4. The model of the order-handling process

There are several points of interest in the process model, as follows.
The splitter task has one input state and two output ones: one output state is needed to show the change of state of
the input entity, and the other receives all the entities related to the input one on the basis of the relationship between
the input type and the output one. In the example, state available of Line gets all the lines related to the ROrder
entity taken by the splitter from state placed. State available is the initial state of the Line life cycle.
Task genPOrder enables an account manager to bundle a number of available lines so as to generate a new
POrder (in state pending) with which the lines are associated. Task addLines is a matching task in that it enables an
account manager to associate a number of available lines with a pending procurement order. The choice of the lines
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and of the order is up to the account manager. Weights n on the output links of state available of Line indicate that
the output tasks of the state can take more than one line at each execution.
The two tasks above involve the human choice of the input entities; in fact, it is up to the account manager to
select the lines to be associated with a procurement order. Constraints may be added as pre-conditions to those tasks
so as to make sure that the product types indicated by the lines are provided by the supplier the procurement order is
directed to.
From the viewpoint of an account manager, tasks genPOrder and addLines are two alternatives that share some of
the input entities, i.e., the lines. The choice of the task is up to the account manager. This is a case of human choice
related to the selection of the task with which to handle the same input entities when two or more alternatives are
available.
The fulfillment of a procurement order involves two changes of state: one affects the input order and the other
affects the lines associated with it. The order becomes fulfilled and the lines become served. Task fulfillPOrder turns
out to coordinate the POrder life cycle and the Line one. It is not a matching task because the lines do not have to be
selected from among those in state handled. The lines are those related to the input procurement order. The
transition of the lines from state handled to state served is called correlated transition: it is an automatic transition
following that of the procurement order the lines are related to. For this reason, a correlated transition has no label
but has a small node in the middle: the node receives a link from the task that triggers the transition.
State served of Line is the input of an aggregator task. An aggregator has one input state and one output state:
they have the same type. Moreover, it is connected to a correlated transition in the life cycle of a different entity type
referred to as aggregator type. The aggregator works as follows. When the input state contains all the entities that
are related to an entity of the aggregator type (this entity is referred to as aggregating entity), it changes the state of
such input entities, and it also changes the state of the aggregating entity on the basis of the correlated transition. In
the example, the aggregating entity of the lines is the ROrder entity they refer to. When all the lines referring to the
same ROrder entity are contained in state served, the aggregator moves the lines into state final and the order into
state served.
The process model coordinates three life cycles, whose states are as follows; ROrder: placed, pending, served;
Line: available, handled, served, final; POrder: pending, placed, fulfilled. All the tasks in the process model but
placeROrder and placePOrder take part in the coordination of the entity life cycles.
5. Conclusion
This paper has presented the ELBA approach, which leverages the notion of artifact life cycle so as to emphasize
the flow of entities in business process models. Two models have been illustrated. The first one shows a master life
cycle that controls the life cycles of the other entities (the subordinate ones): the states of the master life cycle
include the states of the subordinate life cycles. The second model consists of peer life cycles that are coordinated by
means of flow patterns and correlated transitions. In addition, flexibility issues have been discussed as far as the
human selection of input entities or alternative tasks are concerned.
A taxonomy of task patterns and the extension of CMMN with entity life cycles have been presented in previous
papers of the author [19, 20].
Current work is devoted to the design and implementation of a simulation environment whose purpose is to
validate the logic of the process under consideration on the basis of java lambdas that are associated with the tasks so
as to simulate their behavior.
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